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Abstract: The Term “digital divide” refers to the perceived gap between those that have access to computer, internet and online information. The digital divides commonly used in relation to age, gender, income group and language among people within a community or country. Digital Divide” has been applied to the gap that exists in most countries between those with ready access to the tools of information and communication technology and the knowledge that they provide access to and those without such access skills. It is used to focus on how information and communication technology (ICT) attests individuals, communities and countries. A further gap between the developed and underdeveloped world in the uptake of technology is evident with in the global community and may be of even greater significant. Public libraries in determining and managing their public access computing services to bridging the digital divide in its community. Public libraries are more significant in bridging the gap of digital divide. The relevance of these strategies to developing countries and strategies for reducing the international digital divide are also explored. Libraries have long been essential agents in fostering peace and human values. Libraries are now operating digitally, and their digital services open up a new channel to the universe of knowledge and information connecting cultures across geographical and social boundaries. The phenomenon of digital discrimination prevailing among various social, political and working groups has led to the emergence of digital information rich and digital information poor groups within societies and perhaps in the global environment.

I. Introduction

A “digital divide” persists between those who have the training and access to technologies that enable them to take advantage of the Internet and advanced communications technologies and those who are unable to take full advantage of the tools, skills, benefits, and employment opportunities available in the new economy. The types of digital divide are

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stage</th>
<th>Types</th>
<th>Terminology</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Early adoption</td>
<td>Access divide</td>
<td>Early digital divide</td>
<td>Description on difference between persons can access and can not</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Take-off</td>
<td>Usage divide</td>
<td>Primary digital divide</td>
<td>Description on difference between users and not users</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saturation</td>
<td>Divide stemming from the Quality of Use</td>
<td>Secondary digital divide</td>
<td>Description on difference within users</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Usually it fills the gap between the countries those are greater and lesser access of information communication technology (ICT) the main objective and strategies in this regard are social inclusion and individual & community empowerment. Computer, networks, software, internet etc. are enabling technology in digital inducing. The information revolution is exciting, and at its best, is about expanding equality of opportunity for all in our society.

Digital divide refers to a substantial symmetry between two or more population in the distribution and effective use of information and communication resources. The world we live in has been changing rapidly with the emergence of the ubiquitous Society bringing forward extraordinary benefits and opportunities together with new challenges. The ability to create and utilize information plays a significant role in both socio-economic structures of our lives. On the other hand ICT has faced serious problem of digital divide between developed and developing countries. The digital divide affects many nations of the developing world. The term encompasses inadequate funding, a lack of necessary computer and internet skills and a lack of English language proficiency that hinder expansion and use of digital information resources. (Dubey, P, 2010) Factors influencing digital divide vary from region to region the digital divide is depending and the differences in the usage of communication resources between countries and regions intensifying. The digital divide can be defined as the gap between individuals, households, business and geographical areas at different socio-economic levels with regards both to their opportunities to access ICTs and to their use of the internet for a wide variety of activities. As internet has rapidly growth to underline almost aspect of the global economy, the term “Digital divide” has often been referred to internet access it is a divide that affects and reinforces fundamental economic and social divides between and within countries and is threatening to further exacerbate these inequalities. (Singh.K, 2012)
II. Digital Divide And Public Libraries

The digital divide can be broken into three levels: (a) Global divides, (b) Social divide and (c) democratic divide. Most of the focus around the digital divide has centered on access to computers and the Internet. Absent from these debates has been what information and activities are available over the Internet- the "there" online. Recent reports on the state of the digital divide, though optimistic, still indicate that the explosive growth in new technologies has not occurred evenly across boundaries of geography, race, socio-economic status, educational level, disability, gender, age. Technology skills are already critical for stable, high-paying jobs. As the information economy continues to develop, the opportunity to develop skill in advanced technologies will become a more central part of what is needed to ensure all segments of society participate fully in the Digital Age. Making the transition to the Digital Age and an information technology economy requires new policies to ensure that presently underserved individuals possess the skills needed in the information sector. Main questions are in this approach are:-

1. How technologies do affect human rights, civic participation and social inclusion?
2. How technologies do affect development?
3. What is in social & political barriers for access the technology?

The implementation of ICTs is occurring; in a context where the cultural and institutional barriers are not well addressed. The assumption often made is that if one just purchases a few computers and modems, a post-industrial society can magically result. ICTs were generally seen as the basic tool for survival in the next century. ICTs were seen to enhance efficiency in the workplace. There was a high belief in ICT ability to increase the ease and speed of social communication and at the same time obviates the problem of transportation. It helps to solve socio-economic problems. The most appropriate technologies were seen as the ones that enabled the communities and organizations to communicate more efficiently. ICTs promote distance education at all levels; instantaneous availability of data through ICTs; the future of education is heavily dependent on ICTs; Internet access helps productivity, innovation and entrepreneurship to flourish; ICTs are useful for job search by youths; and ICTs are essential for the knowledge era. A range of factors were seen as inhibiting the use of new ICTs are high cost of the ICTs leading to restriction of access to the new technologies; lack of deregulation and government legislation which gives monopoly to a few information technology companies; poverty and harsh economic climate; infrastructural problems such as inadequate telephone lines and lines cutting off when someone is logged onto the Internet; health and social welfare commitments undercutting attention to ICTs; lack of basic education and computing skills; and political culture which discourages open sharing of information. In all the countries and regions we found that ICT growth and development are being driven by the private sector with the support from the government.

Public library is a nonprofit library maintained for public A public library, or any library (schools, institutions, social organizations, individual communities, etc.) is created with the intention of providing free public access to reading material, with the altruistic goal of educational enlightenment and the better welfare of the people. Many libraries are in operation with a specialization of a specific subject or focus (law libraries, science libraries, etc.). Public library as a rescuer for have not's who experience the impact of digital divide on their welfare. The rules and efforts of public libraries to close the digital gap are still largely unknown.

Result from this study can assist public libraries in determining and managing their public access computing services to bridging the digital divide in its community. Development of public libraries patrons can be done via
1. The use of computer, Internet in the public library.
2. The viewpoint about the access to computers and the internet in their lives.
3. Suggestions for improvement for public computing is
4. The library patron’s should be participated in the activities on the internet.

III. Overview Of The Digital Divide

The advent of information and communication technologies has indeed led to technological revolution across the globe and it continues to change the global social and economic milieu of countries making use of these technologies. Now developed countries have become knowledge societies because of this technological revolution and most developing countries are also putting strategies in place to bridge the digital divide by encouraging the use of ISTs. (Steventon, 1988). (Osunkunle, 2008). It must be pointed out that digital divide exits in these developing and mostly especially under-developed countries as most people still do not have access to ICTS.

According to lesame (2005:3) the term digital divide refers to the gap between the access of individuals, households, organizations, countries and regions at different socio-economic levels of ICTS and internet usage, globally, digital divide exacts and this is evident in the fact that developed nations like U.S.A and Switzerland have significant access to ICTS while develop nations in Africa like mail, Ethiopia and Congo do not enjoy considerable access. However, the rate of access to pcs in some African countries like Nigeria, congo
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is less than 1 out of every 100 people (bridging the digital divide in Africa, 2003, world Telecommunications ICTS indicates, 2004).

Digital Divide, National and Global distinctions

The digital divide had different characteristics both nationally and globally. Nationally the digital divide in different because each country has a unique history, language, and population characteristics. The total population of the world is nearly 7 billion but the estimate of internet users is only 1 billion or 15%, (according to worldwide CIA world fact book, 2007). The US alone accounts for 20% of the users worldwide. Globally the factors that affect the digital divide are similar to US, with some exceptions. However, in a global context, race could be a factor, because if we compare all the people in developed countries that have access to ICT to all the people in develop country who do not have race is co-related. (A.T.lucky, 2013).

Digital Divide and Information Literacy

Various developing countries could not utilize the full potentialities of their people because of literacy. Libraries must gear up to play an important role in imparting information literacy to empower information user communities. Digital divide s even witnessed among professionals who are working in the digital environment. Beside the rapid spread of the internet the gap is growing wider as the technological standards grew even faster networks, high level machines and many soft ware and more capable professionals are also required. It is therefore important to identify that a literacy programme is designed for whom and what impact it has on learners. Any information literacy programme should be interesting keep the learner thinking and engaging make them realize what they have been missing so far and should have rippling effect on the world of participants. In India some efforts have been made here to bridge the digital divide The wireless in local loop technology development by IIT Chennai has providing the internet connectivity to 250 community that offer these services to 700,000 people in rural India. (Gaur, 2003). The key to effectively building collection in the digital era is also training of library professional because if they learn how to make most effective use of technology, the latter will automatically get involved in their work culture. They will thus also help to bridge the digital divide by training the information users. (I.V.Malhan, 2009).

Digital Divide in Library and Internet

As popular as library computer are with patrons and libraries an original goal of the investment in libraries was to help “bridge” to computers is not enough to bridge the digital divide, the skills and knowledge to use information technology effectively are equally important. One must have the interest to learn so library environment meet these requirements through their legacy as institutions of public education and most important through the librarians themselves. Informal one-one assistance from libraries has the additional benefit of teaching basic computer skills in the context of the patron own search for information. Research in information literacy and user behavior has shown that technical skills are best learned when they are thought in a problem solving context. An uncertain library patron wishing to engage online resources presents an ideal training opportunity this is exactly where librarians are making their impact on the digital divide. (www.pewinternet.org), (www.ntia.doc.gov, 22 dec, 2003).

Role of Libraries and Information centers in bridging Digital Divide

Libraries have their computers wired for the internet and available for public use, also the valuable human resource they provide libraries to help visitors find their way bring technology in to our communities in friendly and useful ways for workers who will not access to the internet in their homes or on their jobs. Having internet access, people can reach to public officials to non-profit organizations to the public which they serve having provide quality of the public services provide to the community. Libraries have now many working families need to carry out all this vision of access leading to community action and improvement.

Access

working Libraries can now open the way to the way to the web by providing people with the some access to Internet resources that others have , so libraries are connect for the Internet so people have use their neighborhood library to go online, and gain access to their local union website or any other website that needs their needs.

Training

Librarians and other library professional can help working people get more comfortable and skilled with using computers and surfing the World Wide Web.

Education

Libraries are now provide adult education programme, as literacy classes and also GEN exams are an important resources that working people can use to get better jobs for themselves and their families. All these resources offer wonderful opportunities for union and libraries to form partnership for bridging the digital and
information divide. Librarians can also help working people to get online to use the web through access for those without computers, training and encouragement to help them get over fears of using new technology.

The workers could also go to the library community technology centre to set up a free web-email account and use the local web site to get information on action needed from their co-workers and community organization working together, libraries and working people can fulfill the promise of using new technology for effective communications.

Academic Libraries

The national knowledge commission (2007) has made a recommendation that all academic institutions must set up an international repository of ETD. So the libraries should go for an effective resource sharing network although there are certain efforts taken at the regional level such as (ALIBNET, MALIBNET, ADINET, and PUNET) etc. Libraries should continuously orient their users with modern information in having access to information, communication and technologies which can ultimately results in bridging digital divide. Bridging the digital divide – the best academic library in India has a budget 25% of the lowest ranked of 100 surveys in 2001 of ALA membership. (Dasgupta, S.K).

Digital Divide in Libraries and Library professionals

In this information age, it is recognize that information is the core of all developmental activities where libraries have the key role in all collecting, storing, and disseminating the universal information. But libraries are not getting adequate attention and care while chalking out action plans for digital divide. Many education institutions are now conducting in-house training programme for their library professionals. Efforts of educational network and special network have an appreciable role in this matter many rural libraries are now here in the scene. They are facing with technological manpower and financial crunch. Some of their basic constraints are

1. Crisis in getting sufficient fund
2. Crisis in development of manpower
3. Crisis in conducting staff training programme-to improve working quality
4. Crisis in getting qualitative housekeeping soft ware

None availability of resources in digital form leading to lack of proper information services. So government and local bodies should give proper attention to these areas. An action plan should be framed for development of rural libraries. Earlier public libraries were providing government information leaflets and other documents. But when the emphasis shifted from print to digital information libraries espically public libraries are facing many barriers to change their environment appropriately by digital information storage retrieval and dissemination. This has created a digital divide among libraries and library professionals working in different organizational setup as the public libraries are having the closest links with rural community.

Rural Libraries and Community information Centre

Rural libraries are the grass root nets of public library system and nearest link with the rural community. But government and other agencies working for digital divide do not give proper important to rural libraries even though one rural library from every panchayat is selected for implementing information Kerala mission to act as community centre. It will not be effective if rural librarians are not trained in the management of digital information access and preservation, especially in exploring the possibilities of internet and give IT enabled services for rural community by giving proper training in digital rural library care takers they can be converted as good managers of CIC and help in the building contexts. The library in a particular locality may become a clearly house for content information on community organizations, services, etc. It may provide specialized services both inside and outside the library building such as job information for a community with high unemployment. The library may create local directories maintain files of service agencies. (Abraham, L.T, 2008)

IV. Conclusion:

Impact of having public access especially for those do not have alternative access to computer, internet and online information is very significant. The primary recommendation for empowerment of service in public libraries. Public libraries are more significant in bridging the gap of digital divide.
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